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Carbon Baseline

Delivering a validated historic carbon baseline

• Validates emissions
history back to 2008
in as little at 8 weeks
• Uses a digital twin
versus generic
models
• AI and blockchain
enabled

A detailed and verified baseline assessment of a fleet’s
emissions is critical in support of ESG initiatives, carbon tax
mitigation, and carbon offset programs. Companies that
establish a scientifically validated carbon baseline –as far
back as possible – will enable a commercial and compliance
advantage for their customers, investors, and bottom line.

Current emissions models offer rough estimates based on generic models, that don’t account
for chemical interactions, source fuel data, or supply/delivery chain impacts. Many also
require massive amounts of manual input, or the installation of costly physical devices aboard
vessels
FuelTrust uses cloud-based AI and blockchain technology to deliver a validated historic
carbon baseline faster – in weeks, not months – at lower costs. Using your historical
operational data, and our patent-pending AI Digital Chemist®, we offer proven and certified
data that:
•
•
•
•

Provides 3rd party verified digital certificate to seek carbon credit
Enables higher competitive charter pricing as a validated green ship
Delivers transparent and independent emissions scoring
Creates opportunity for lower carbon taxes and fees globally

Companies that establish a scientifically validated carbon baseline for
their fleet will have a commercial and compliance advantage.

To ensure an exacting detail of emissions measurement for each vessel and each
voyage – from source to smoke – we process tens of thousands of chemical simulations,
based on the chemical lab COA/COQs and fuel burn. This allows us to determine the
actual carbon and other exhausts calculated from the fuel used, the consumption patterns,
voyage information, and annual fuel lifecycles.
Next, a blockchain certificate for your emissions production is created that becomes a
fixed-in-time baseline for how your ship’s efficiency has operated in the past, and
improvements made since. This allows you to monetize those improvements through
carbon credits.
FuelTrust is unique in that our patent-pending technology allows us to:
• Use digital twinning for fuel combustion analysis, not generic models, resulting in
actual carbon output for each voyage
• Analyze emissions history, as far back as you have data(1), in as little as eight weeks
• Use AI to significantly reduce the cost of performing multi-year baselines
(1) Minimum data requirements: COA, BDN (or fuel volume invoice), Ship engineering day logs and Q88
information/engine type

All data is processed through FuelTrust’s blockchainbased Risk Provenance® Platform™, which provides
data security through encryption and permissioned
transparency to ensure only those parties that you
authorize have access to your data.
Our team of AI and data experts is here to work with
your team to make the necessary system integrations
and help deliver you a validated carbon baseline in
less time, at the least cost.

Carbon Baseline is a
consulting engagement
that delivers results in
as few as 8 weeks
Contact us today
for a free consultation
at: info@fueltrust.io
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